
Video Assessment 
 

Assessing Peers’ Work 

Song / Band: Hold on to what you believe  Mumford and Sons 
 
Technical Skills: Please tick the appropriate box to indicate level 
 
     When? 

Technical Production Skills  

Tripod has been used 
throughout. Camera 
movement is deliberate and 
adds meaning and energy. 

    

Near the start where there is a wide 
shot of a person running across the 

grass and the camera is dead still 
which proves a tripod has been used.  

Shots are aesthetically 
pleasing, because rule of 
thirds and depth of field has 
been considered. 

    

The lead singer is positioned to the 
right hand side of the shot with an 
object in the two left thirds which 

works well. 

There is an effective variety 
of shot-distances/angles 
and the video cuts to 
significant close ups. 

    

There is a low angle shot of the lead 
singer which is then followed by a tilt 

down and fade to black which cuts into 
a close up shot with a different person 
who has a dark hat which is a graphic 

match. 

Video effects are well 
chosen and contribute to 
the overall feel of the video. 

    
They have put an effect on a shot 

which transforms it to a cartoon which 
gives us a comical feel. 

Filmed for editing: 
● Variety & 

pace/rhythm 
● Sense? 

    
They edit to the beat when cutting 
between shots which makes it flow 

well.  

Media Conventions  
Use, challenge, develop 

 

Looks and feels like a music 
video.     

They have narrative and performance 
in their video which is what a typical 

music video should have. 

Mise-en-scene shows an 
understanding of genre & 
star. 

    

There is a genre of country and the 
characters are dressed in cowboy hats, 
handkerchief around the neck, scruffy 
top and waistcoat which are typical to 

this genre. 

Editing makes sense of the 
narrative/themes. 

    

The shot transitions used such as a 
fade is relevant plus the use of slow 

motion during the fight in the 
narrative scene works well. 

Uses varied shot transitions 
or pace of edit to move 
between narrative, 
performance and through 
time.  

    

The transitions are smoothly 
completed with use of fades. There is a 
shot which tilts down into a new shot 
which carries on tilting down which is 

a good edit. 

Syncing is consistently good 
and editing reflects rhythm 
of the music. 

    

Each person is correctly synced 
with the lyrics and rhythm of the 
music which gives a more realistic 

and professional performance. 

 


